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ABSTRACT

Frequency upshifts have been proposed as a first experimental signature of collective effects in quantum electrodynamic cascade generated
electron–positron pair plasmas. Since the high effective masses of generated pairs will reduce any frequency change, stopped pairs at a
minimal Lorentz factor in the lab frame were thought to be the dominant contribution to the laser upshift. However, we demonstrate
that only considering stopped particles unduly neglects the contributions of particles re-accelerated in the laser propagation direction.
Re-accelerated particles should, on a per particle basis, affect the laser more strongly and over a much longer timescale. To maximize particle
contributions to the laser upshift, we consider a Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) mode laser beam to better reflect generated pairs. The LG mode
does not have an advantage in particle deceleration and re-acceleration when compared against a Gaussian beam, but the LG mode can
maintain particle contributions for a longer duration, allowing for more pair density accumulation. Deceleration with a structured beam to
keep pairs within the laser should create a larger upshift, thereby lowering the demands on the driving laser.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It would be a great advance to investigate collective electron–
positron pair plasma dynamics at experimental facilities.1–5 Of partic-
ular interest is creating a region of high density pairs through a
quantum electrodynamic (QED) cascade.6 A high density of electron–
positron pairs will allow for experimental investigation of unique
collective effects.7–15 However, distinguishing the unique aspects of
collective pair plasma behavior at the short length and timescales
of realizable experiments remains a challenge. A possible method of
probing collective effects was previously proposed for QED cascades
originating from a laser–electron beam collision.16,17 In a proposed
experiment,18–20 the laser–electron beam collision produces high
energy photons, which then decay into electron–positron pairs, dia-
gramed in Fig. 1. At high enough laser and electron beam energies, the
QED cascade can spawn a large number of pairs near the laser focus.
The resulting density of electrons and positrons can reach manymulti-
ples of the electron beam density, changing the plasma frequency. Any
change in the plasma density alters the dispersion relation for the pass-
ing driving laser, creating a corresponding frequency change. In this
manner, pair density and corresponding plasma frequency changes
can induce a shift in frequency, similar to ionization.21–23

Note that the single particle dynamics in a QED cascade differ
greatly from electrons generated through ionization. The QED cascade
occurs at much higher laser intensities and corresponding particle
energies than ionization. In the extreme regime required for the QED

cascade, any generated pairs will be moving highly relativistically.
Highly relativistic particles will be much less responsive to the laser,
and their contribution to the plasma frequency will be much less. This
lessening will greatly reduce the impact of the particles on the laser,
leading to a weak signature of collective QED effects. To produce large
upshifts, it is, thus, essential to slow down the pair particles. Slowing
the pair particles to reduce their Lorentz factor in the lab frame
increases their contributions to the signature.16 Slowdown is achieved
through a combination of the radiation reaction and the Lorentz force.

FIG. 1. An electron beam (blue) generates high energy photons (purple) when col-
liding with a high intensity pulse (green). The photons may decay into electron
(blue) and positron (red) pairs. These pairs decelerate through quantum synchro-
tron radiation, before being reflected by the Lorentz force. When the particles have
low effective masses, they upshift the frequency of driving laser pulse.
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We provide a fuller treatment of deceleration than previous work to
determine criteria on which particles can contribute and how decelera-
tion can be optimized to increase the signature strength. When particle
deceleration is considered in more detail, we demonstrate that gener-
ated pairs have more potential to drive frequency upshifts.

Interestingly, it turns out that particle acceleration after reflection
is favorable for creating discernable signatures. In the rest frame of the
re-accelerated particles, the frequency of the laser is downshifted and
the critical density is lowered. This Doppler downshift, thus, results in a
larger plasma contribution and frequency shift. The Doppler downshift
in the laser overcomes increases in the particle Lorentz factor. This
results in larger frequency shifts than previously thought, accentuating
the importance of particle reflection. To improve particle acceleration,
we take inspiration from direct laser acceleration and compare using a
Gaussian laser field to using a Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) mode. Direct
laser acceleration theory suggests that the on-axis longitudinal laser field
could be favorable for particle deceleration. For the parameters we
explored, the LG mode fails to improve particle deceleration and re-
acceleration, but it does confine particles within the beam for longer
durations. Increased particle confinement should lead to increased den-
sity accumulation. Combining re-acceleration and increased density
accumulation in an LGmode should allow for stronger signatures.

This paper describes in detail how upshifts can be amplified by
reflecting the generated electrons and positrons. In Sec. II, we clarify
the role of particle momentum in signal strength. Deceleration not
only will change the Lorentz factor but also shifts the frame in which
the critical density is defined, accentuating the role of the beam in sig-
nature generation. In Sec. III, we formalize previously established
guidelines on the laser a0 required to stop a wide range of particle
energies, widening the bounds on acceptable beam and laser configu-
rations. In Sec. IV, we numerically evaluate single particle dynamics
and compare beam profiles to improve deceleration. Section V pro-
vides a summary and discussion of the key results.

II. PAIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO FREQUENCY SHIFTS

Electrons and positrons affect the laser frequency through both
their spatial and momentum distribution. Changes in the spatial distri-
bution of electrons and positrons, namely, the peak density, are ini-
tially driven by pair production in the QED cascade. We review how
the density of pairs drives frequency shifts, before elaborating on the
dependency of frequency shifts on the momentum of the pairs to
address some subtlety that was neglected in a previous publication.16

A sufficiently energetic laser and counter-propagating electron
beam can produce through pair creation a large plasma density if the
electric field exceeds the critical field, Ec ¼ m2c3=ð�heÞ, in the rest frame
of an electron. The field strength relative to the critical field in the elec-
tron rest frame is characterized by the quantum nonlinear factor

v ¼ c
Ec

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jEþ v � Bj2 � ðv � EÞ2

q
; (1)

for electron Lorentz factor c and velocity v and laser electric field E
and magnetic field B. When v� 1 initially, a high intensity laser and
an energetic and high density electron beam can produce an electron
and positron plasma of more than an order of magnitude greater than
the initial electron density.16

Creation of pair plasma in the laser field changes the dispersion
relation and upshifts the laser frequency. For low plasma density, the

frequency upshift is ðDxpÞ2=ð2x0Þ, where Dxp is the change in
plasma frequency and x0 is the laser frequency. The plasma frequency
accounting for the relavistic particle mass increase is

x2
p ¼

4pnpe2

cm
; (2)

for pair density np ¼ neþ þ ne� , charge e, pair Lorentz factor c, and
pair mass m. The density changes orders of magnitude, but the laser
frequency, x, is changed less significantly. With spatial and temporal
dependence, the local frequency shift Dx may be expressed16 as

Dxðx; tÞ
x0

¼
ðt
t0

dt0@T
npðX;TÞ

ncðX;TÞcðX;TÞ

����
T¼t0

X¼x�cðt0�tÞ
; (3)

which is written in terms of ratio of the plasma density to the laser crit-
ical density nc ¼ mx2=ð4pe2Þ. To increase Dx, previous work16,17

focused on maximizing np and minimizing c to create a discernable
signature. To further magnify frequency shifts, we elaborate here on
previous work and consider changes in the critical density, nc, as a way
to best amplify the frequency shift.

The most straightforward change one might consider is using a
lower frequency driving or secondary probe beam to lower x and in
turn nc. Using a lower frequency laser is stymied by the tight focusing
required to achieve a large v. A maximally focused lower frequency
driving laser will smear out pairs over a larger volume, lowering np
and, thus, Dx. Another alternative would be to use a lower frequency
probe beam combined with a tightly focused higher frequency drive
beam. However, in this configuration, the secondary probe will inter-
act with a plasma volume smaller than the probe laser wavelength.
When the plasma volume is small compared to the wavelength, the
scale separation required for the desired upshift effect is no longer
valid. We cannot use either of these approaches to lower the critical
density and increase the signature. Hence, to magnify Dx by consider-
ing nc, we work with the primary beam.

The critical density can change as the laser frequency that the
pairs experience is Doppler shifted. When the pairs are stopped in the
lab frame, the pairs oscillate at x0, but if the pairs are moving parallel
to the laser phase velocity, the laser oscillation period of the particles
changes. To account for the changing laser frequency as experienced
by the pairs, the critical density is calculated in the frame where the
plasma has no flow in the direction of the laser. Pairs co-propagating
or counter-propagating with the laser decrease or increase the critical
density, respectively. If the pairs co-propagate with the laser, the nega-
tive Doppler shift of laser frequency can decrease the critical density,
resulting in a higher laser frequency shift. Accounting for this frame
change, only the critical density in Eq. (3) changes, as the term np=c is
Lorentz invariant. When the changing critical density is taken into
account, we can estimate how much each additional particle may con-
tribute to frequency shifts based on the momentum of the particle

Dx
Dnp
/ 1þ bz

cð1� bzÞ
; (4)

for the laser propagation direction z, pair Lorentz factor c, and particle
velocity bz ¼ vz=c. Particle contributions to Dx will be suppressed or
magnified by both the particle Lorentz factor and the laser Doppler shift.
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To maximize any observable frequency change, we aim to increase
Eq. (4) for any generated pairs.

This subtly changes our aims from previous work, which focused
on reducing only c. Equation (4) more strongly suppresses counter-
propagating particles of equivalent c and increases the impact of co-
propagating particles. Not only will the pairs at the point of reflection
where c is minimized contribute, but particles re-accelerated such that
increases in c are dominated by decreases in ð1� bzÞ=ð1þ bzÞ can
contribute even more strongly. Considering re-acceleration increases
the duration for which particles are relevant for frequency shifts and
affects the aims of particle deceleration and reflection.

III. PARTICLE DECELERATION AND REFLECTION

In a QED cascade, pair frequency-shift contributions will initially
be small. Pairs will primarily be generated with highly relavistic
momenta anti-parallel to the laser propagation direction with
�cbz � 1, making Eq. (4) negligible. However, the laser provides an
opposing force, which can reverse the particle momentum and
increase pair frequency contributions. The unique behavior of particle
deflection from the combined action of the Lorentz force and the
quantum radiation reaction has been studied in several collision
geometries.24–26 We now detail how the laser can be instrumentalized
to reduce c and reverse bz to create a significant frequency shift.

Changes in c and bz occur through a combination of the radia-
tion reaction and the Lorentz force. Initially, when c is large, the domi-
nant effect is the radiation reaction. For large c and bz ! �1; v > 1
and the pairs stochastically emit high energy photons through quan-
tum synchrotron radiation. The quantum radiation reaction will pro-
vide the dominant reduction in c but will not significantly change bz

as for c� 1 orders of magnitude changes in c correspond to minimal
changes in bz. Before bz sufficiently differs from –1, the Lorentz factor
of any pairs will have been reduced to such a degree that v < 1 and
the forcing on the particle from quantum synchrotron radiation has
greatly weakened.

The sign change in bz, corresponding to reflection of the particle,
is instead driven by a longitudinal Lorentz force. This can only occur if
the radiation reaction has successfully decelerated particles to a low
enough c such that the Lorentz force is not heavily suppressed by the
high effective particle mass. For the Lorentz force to work in concert
with the radiation reaction, the radiation reaction must be able to suc-
cessfully decelerate particles to a low enough c such that the Lorentz
force can reflect generated pairs. Starting from the Lorentz force, we
determine a maximum reflectable pair energy and use this condition
to determine the laser intensity required to decelerate particles down
to this scale.

A. Reflection

Particles will be reflected through electrically driven transverse
oscillations creating a longitudinal v � B response. A transverse elec-
tric field is the focus of our analysis, as a directly longitudinal electric
field cannot simultaneously provide a large quantum nonlinear factor
due to the v � E term in Eq. (1). A large quantum nonlinear factor is
required for both pair production and decelerating particles through
quantum synchrotron radiation. Both factors are required for the pro-
posed experimental test of collective QED effects, and so we rely on
v � B forcing to provide the longitudinal work.

We next derive a simple estimate of particle contributions in a
transversely uniform plane with vector potential A. The vector poten-
tial, neglecting the minimal plasma contribution, can be written as
A ¼ A0gð/Þ cos ð/Þx̂ for / ¼ xðt � z=cÞ with slowly varying enve-
lope d/gð/Þ � g. For an electromagnetic wave, which purely depends
on /, there is the symmetry t ! t þ k; z ! z þ ck with the corre-
sponding conserved quantity for particle motion

E � cpz ¼ mc2cð1� bzÞ: (5)

Equation (5) is important, as it bounds frequency contributions before
we consider the single particle dynamics. As a consequence of Eq. (5),
through reflecting the particle and changing bz from negative to posi-
tive, the particle energy must increase in the lab frame. Previously, this
was believed to suppress the signal. However, this change in energy
does not dampen particle contributions as the denominator of Eq. (3)
remains constant, and the numerator can greatly increase as a particle
initially with bz ! �1 is reflected.

We continue by writing out particle dynamics as a function of /,
following Ref. 27. Dimensionless equations of motion for positrons
and electrons can be written as

d/ðcbxÞ ¼ 6a0gð/Þ sin ð/Þ; (6)

d/ðcbzÞð1� bzÞ ¼ 6a0bxgð/Þ sin/; (7)

for normalized vector potential a0 ¼ eA0
mc2. Through integrating and tak-

ing advantage of Eq. (5), the pair energy c can be written as a function
of /

cð/Þ ¼ c0 1þ a20
1þ bzð/0Þ

2

ð/

/0

gð/Þ sin ð/Þd/
 !2

2
4

3
5; (8)

where /0 is the phase at which the last photon recoil occurs.
The shape of the laser envelope, gð/Þ, should not strongly affect

the particle dynamics, which are relevant for creating QED cascade
signatures. The laser envelope influences the particle Lorentz factor
through the integral in Eq. (8) over many laser cycles. This can be
interpreted as the ponderomotive force, which is determined by the
gradient of the laser amplitude. The ponderomotive force is, however,
negligible in the region where the pairs are created and slowed through
radiation reaction. This is because the QED process happens in the
region where gð/Þ is maximized such that v� 1. Where gð/Þ is
peaked, the gradient in the laser field strength is zero to first order and
the longitudinal ponderomotive force is weak. Near the focus, the inte-
gral will only oscillate around the value of g and not accumulate
changes of g to influence c.

Within single laser cycles, the average drift of the particles in the
laser will increase the average c. For /, varying over a single cycle,
forcing comes from changes in the sign of sin ð/Þ, corresponding to
single cycle laser acceleration. Under the slowly varying envelope
approximation, the particle energy will change in proportion to
ðgð/Þ cos/� gð/0Þ cos/0Þ2, which near the laser peak may be fur-
ther approximated as gð/0Þ2ðcos/� cos/0Þ2. The particle momen-
tum will oscillate, but the average of this quantity will be proportional
to 1=2þ cos2/0. Depending on the initial phase /0, there will be
some average increase in c and a corresponding drift while the pair
particle is in the laser. The initial phase will most likely occur near a
peak of j sin/j, as both pair production and quantum synchrotron
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radiation scale increasingly with field strength. Extrema of sin/ corre-
spond to roots of cos/, so the magnitude of the integral will be mini-
mized and the phase average of Eq. (8) will be close to 1/2 for most
particles. Importantly, the particle drift will cease when the laser
passes, but temporary changes in particle momenta are sufficient for
generating a large signature, unlike in particle acceleration, which aims
to maximize the final momentum of the particles.

Oscillatory changes in particle momentum should be sufficient to
increase particle contributions to the frequency shift. For initially
highly relativistic pair particles with bzð/0Þ ! �1, the contribution
to the frequency shift can be approximated by using Eq. (5) as

1þ bz

cð1� bzÞ
� c�10 � cð/Þ�1: (9)

The Lorentz factor will oscillate, but when the particle is being driven
by the Lorentz force, the average value of cð/Þ will exceed c0. If the
average value of cð/Þ is significantly larger than c0 while a particle
oscillates in the wave, then particle effects on the laser frequency are
magnified.

For cð/Þ to be significantly larger than c0, the laser strength a0
must overcome the suppression from 1þ bzð/0Þ in Eq. (8). This cor-
responds to the condition that

a20
1þ bzð/0Þ

2
> 1; (10)

which implies that for particles to contribute significantly more,
a0ð1� a�20 Þ

�1=2 > 2c0. For a0 � 1, as is the case here, this maps to
the intuitive condition that Lorentz force will only be relevant when
particles are decelerated down to energies on the order of the laser
potential.

Physically, the requirements on a0 may be understood as a
requirement that particles must be reflected at some point within the
laser to contribute strongly. If quantum synchrotron radiation ceases
at phase /0, leaving the particle with velocity bzð/0Þ ¼ �b0, then for
a particle to be reflected at some later phase /r requires that

a20

ð/r

/0

gð/Þ sin ð/Þd/
 !2

¼ 2b0

1� b0
: (11)

Given that gð/Þ is a slowly varying envelope scaled to unity, the inte-
grand is at most �2 and the maximum initial particle Lorentz factor
clim that can be stopped is

clim �
1þ 2a20ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 4a20

p : (12)

For a0 � 1, this corresponds to the same scaling on the laser intensity
that c � a0, only differing by a factor of 2 as we have assumed that the
phase is chosen to maximize the integral quantity. Strong contribu-
tions of pair particles require for changes in bz to be significant enough
such that 1þ bz is no longer negligible. An even stronger laser and
corresponding re-acceleration may increase this quantity further up to
a factor of 2 after reflection, but this is dwarfed by earlier changes of
orders of magnitude.

The scale of the Lorentz force, where c0 � a0, sets the require-
ments of the damping that must be provided by the radiation reaction.
Successive recoils from emitted photons must drive particles down

from initial energies, which greatly exceed a0 to this scale for both fac-
tors to work in tandem to produce large signatures.

B. Lorentz force—quantum synchrotron radiation
interplay

Initially high pair particle energies are lowered in the high field
regime, where v� 1, through quantum synchrotron emission.28

Particles stochastically emit high energy photons in the strong laser
field, resulting in a recoil opposite their velocity. The electrons and
positrons emit photons with probability per unit time dW with photon
energy, E, over a distribution

dW
dE
¼ ak

kc
ffiffiffi
3
p

pc2ð1þuÞ

� ð1þð1þuÞ2ÞK2=3ðnÞ�ð1þuÞ
ð1
0
K1=3ðyþnÞdy

� �
(13)

for fine structure constant a, Compton wavelength kc, u ¼ E
c�E ;

n ¼ 2u=3v, and K� being the �’th Bessel function of the second kind
as described in the supplementary material of Ref. 29. Unlike the
Lorentz force, high anti-parallel particle momentum does not suppress
the work done through this effect but increases it due to the asymp-
totic exponential dependence of K� on n.

The quantum synchrotron radiation is the dominant form of
deceleration initially when �pz � mec. As the magnitude of the
momentum drops, the expected frequency of photon emission
decreases. If the laser and particle energy scales are well matched, the
Lorentz force can provide the remaining necessary work right after
photon emission ceases. The interplay between these two mechanisms
enters here, where the aim is to decelerate particles in ways that do not
enter in the case of traditional vacuum laser acceleration.

We set a simple scaling for which particles can be completely
stopped based on Sec. IIIA. As a rough guideline, there should be no
gap in the range of particle energies at which the two mechanisms act.
This requires that photons are still being emitted at the maximum
energy at which the Lorentz force can act effectively. Based on Eq.
(12), the particle can be stopped after the radiation reaction is weak,
approximately if c ¼ clim � a0. For this transition to occur, the radia-
tion reaction should provide a last decelerating impulse at a peak of
the oscillating electric field. The last photon emission must, thus, occur
when the particle is at c � a0. Photon emission is strongly dependent
on v and should remain significant while v > 0:1.16 In a plane wave
geometry, an approximate lower bound for photon emission is, thus,
0:1 ¼ v � 2ca0kc=k. Combining both scales, reflecting high energy
particles requires a minimum field acutoff that must satisfy
a2cutoff >

1
20 k=kc. For an electromagnetic wave with k ¼ 0:8lm, this

implies a minimum a0 � 130 for a large number of particles to be
stopped. This is an imprecise estimate, as the rate and magnitude of
photon emission will vary significantly depending on the pair particle
energy as the particle slows.

To improve upon this cutoff, we suppose that the quantum syn-
chrotron radiation decelerates pair particles with the mean recoil
across the full range of energy. For initial particle energy c0 and laser
field strength a0, we estimate how long the radiation reaction takes to
drop the particle energy down to the scaling set by Eq. (12). Assuming
that the particle experiences the average forcing from the radiation
reaction, the energy evolves according to the first moment of Eq. (13).
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Integrating the photon emission rate, weighted by the photon energy
across the spectrum, results in a decay of pair particle energy

dc
dt
¼ �

ðc

0
E
dW
dE

dE: (14)

If the particle starts from energy c0 and may be stopped when the
energy reaches Eq. (12), then by integrating the inverse of Eq. (14), we
can estimate a time s for the energy decay to occur

s ¼
ðc0

clim

ðc

0
E
dW
dE

dE

� ��1
dc; (15)

where we have assumed a constant field strength of a0. For a range of
the values of a0 and c0=a0, s is plotted in Fig. 2. The timescale is pri-
marily determined by the strength of the laser a0, with the contour lev-
els of s running almost parallel to the c0=a0 axis. The acutoff
pessimistically overestimates the a0 required to stop particles in a feasi-
ble number of laser cycles. Lasers with a0 	 100 should stop a wide
range of particles in relatively few laser cycles, resulting in a detectable
signature. At low a0, the number of laser cycles, xs=2p, dramatically
exceeds the duration of any realizable laser. If deceleration is the limit-
ing constraint on generating a large signature, then accepting multi-
cycle deceleration suggests that the constraint a0 	 acutoff might be
relaxed and laser power could be reduced by up to forty percent by
taking a0 from 130 to 100.

There may be an advantage to using this lower laser power for
signature generation. The laser a0 will determine the initial c0 from
which the pair is re-accelerated. A lower c0 is favorable, as it increases
the estimated frequency contribution in Eq. (9). However, a higher a0
will result in a lower time average of cð/Þ, which from the same
expression can be seen to increase pair frequency shift contributions.
A reduced baseline particle energy is balanced against less laser power
being available for re-acceleration.

IV. SINGLE PARTICLE CASE STUDIES

To improve upon the simple but analytically tractable electro-
magnetic plane wave that we considered in Sec. III, we evolved single

particle dynamics numerically in paraxial laser modes. This includes
the two dimensional variation, which will occur in any realizable
experiment as pulses will be tightly focused to achieve the high intensi-
ties for pair generation. Beyond extending our previous analytic work,
numerical single particle evolution gives a clearer picture of the
dynamics present in previous particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation results
and offers the opportunity to further optimize signature generation.
Based on known results in particle acceleration, we consider using an
LG mode to improve performance in comparison with a Gaussian
beam. In comparing focused beams, it is clear that not only maximiz-
ing particle deceleration and re-acceleration, but keeping the particles
within the intense region of the beam will be key to creating detectable
signatures.

A. Methodology

Our numerical work is restricted to single particles in paraxial
laser fields. This will not capture the desired collective effect, which
requires the contributions of many particles. However, if collective
effects are weak, evolving test particles individually should be reason-
ably accurate. Furthermore, previous work,30 comparing PIC against
collective effect free particle evolution while examining the radiation
reaction in a similar setup, suggests that the average dynamics will be
highly similar.

Particles are evolved using a standard differential equation
solver31 in a prescribed laser field. The laser field is one of various elec-
tromagnetic Laguerre–Gaussian modes with a temporal Gaussian
envelope. Particles are initialized with a purely negative z momentum
and are primarily evolved according to the Lorentz force. Quantum
synchrotron radiation is modeled through randomized reductions in
the particle energy. Both the rate and distribution of radiated photon
energy are handled stochastically in accordance with Eq. (13) follow-
ing the procedure outlined in the supplementary material of Ref. 29.

B. Particle deceleration with a Gaussian laser field

We use particle evolution in a Gaussian beam to compare against
both the analytical estimates in Sec. III and the LG mode in Sec. IVC.
A set of positrons and electrons are initialized, shown in the first panel
of Fig. 3(a), with 10 GeV in the rising edge of a 50 fs pulse with a peak
intensity of 6� 1022 W/cm2 focused to a beam width of 5lm. While
the particles have high counter-propagating momentum, quantum
synchrotron radiation dominates, but photon emissions fall off as the
Lorentz factor of the particles drops to around a0 ¼ 300 and the par-
ticles change direction, as shown in the second panel of Fig. 3(a). The
particles then oscillate with an increasing period and start to move in
the positive z direction over many cycles as v � B provides longitudi-
nal work. The ensemble of particles begins to diverge as particles expe-
rience different ponderomotively driven drifts. Eventually the particles
exit the laser with positive z momentum, as shown in the last panel of
Fig. 3(a).

In this simulation particle, re-acceleration leads to higher
expected particle contributions to the frequency shift. The reduction in
particle energy along with the increase in particle bz implies that the
contribution of the particles to the frequency change given by Eq. (4)
rapidly increases. The increasing median particles contribution can be
seen in Fig. 4(a). Contributions remain at levels where they are still

FIG. 2. Decay time s shown in the number of laser cycles for particle deceleration.
For each c0 and a0, s is evaluated according to Eq. (15) assuming a constant field.
The v¼ 1 boundary is also plotted for reference, along with acutoff . Viable experi-
ments must generate particles well above the v¼ 1 bound and with a low enough
s for generated particles to ensure that the changing density contributes to Dx.
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suppressed when compared to particles at rest, where c¼ 1 and
bz ¼ 0, but the increase over time is highly significant.

The benefit of re-acceleration is limited as increases in Fig. 4(a)
saturate. This saturation may be understood as being due to the fact

that, in the later stages, when cð1� bzÞ should be conserved, the parti-
cle contribution changes only due to shifts of 1þ bz , which can only
increase particle contributions by up to a factor of 2 as particles are re-
accelerated compared to the point of reflection. The particles

FIG. 3. Trajectories of an electron (blue) and positron (red) in Gaussian (a) and LGl¼1 (b) laser fields. Particles are initialized at the same z position in the rising edge of the
pulse, with the radial position in line with the maximum of the field strength in the focal plane. Particles eventually drift outside the laser beam; however, the LG mode can main-
tain co-propagation for a longer duration as demonstrated by the second snapshot where both the electrons and positrons are still within the LG beam but have been scattered
by the Gaussian beam.

FIG. 4. Electron (red) and positron (red) particle contribution weightings [Eq. (4)] for Gaussian (a) and LGl¼1 (b) modes corresponding to trajectories from Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),
respectively. Individual particle trajectories are plotted semi-transparently, and the median particle contribution is plotted as solid. The Gaussian beam with higher peak intensity
re-accelerates the particles to a higher bz; however, it cannot maintain the particles within the beam for long, reducing the number of oscillations each particle experiences
within the beam compared to the LG mode. Discrete jumps in momentum caused by photon emission occur at early times, giving way to later slower timescale oscillations.
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eventually begin to exit the beam, as can be seen in Fig. 3(a), and are
then no longer able to influence the laser. The increase in particle con-
tributions to the frequency shift in Fig. 4(a) after xt ¼ 0 demonstrates
that signatures should be increased by re-acceleration, but contribu-
tions are terminated relatively early.

Laser driven re-acceleration can improve the strength of the sig-
nature, but the Gaussian beam reduces the impact of each particle due
to transverse scattering. The ponderomotive potential of the Gaussian
field is peaked on-axis so particles tend to be pushed out of the pulse.
When the particles radially exit, they no longer interact with the beam
and are no longer relevant to signature generation. Moreover, for a
very tightly focused Gaussian beam particles may be ejected before
experiencing significant re-acceleration. Transverse scattering will also
reduce the density of particles as they are spread out over a larger vol-
ume. All of these factors stunt particle contributions to the signature
and could prove to be greatly limiting. Completely uncontrolled parti-
cle dispersal may reduce and even reverse any gains from particle
deceleration on the frequency shift.

C. Comparing particle deceleration
with a Laguerre–Gaussian laser field

As an alternative, we considered using an LG l¼ 1 mode, as an
example of a structured beam to enhance particle reflection and the
collective effect signature. LG modes have been studied for both parti-
cle acceleration32–35 and electron–positron pair generation.29,36,37 LG
modes have a useful structure, and radially polarized beams can pro-
vide a strong on-axis longitudinal field. The longitudinal field is favor-
able for direct laser acceleration.38 This motivation drove our
consideration of LG modes.

Our simulations show that deceleration and re-acceleration with
an l¼ 1 achieve similar performance to a Gaussian beam. In Fig. 3(b),
an ensemble of positrons and electrons is initialized with 10 GeV in an
l¼ 1 mode. The laser pulse is given the same polarization, duration,
beam width w0, and power as the Gaussian pulse shown in Fig. 3(a).
As shown in Fig. 4(b), the particles achieve a slightly lower
ð1þ bzÞ=ðc� cbzÞ.

The slightly reduced performance, rather than increased re-
acceleration, may be understood as follows. The use of the LG mode is
driven by the on-axis longitudinal field, but any generated particles
will rarely be on the axis. Particles will be generated in regions where
the driving laser and electron beam result in a high v, which is propor-
tional to the strength of the electromagnetic field in the rest frame of
the driving beam. Longitudinal electric fields do not experience any
increase when transformed into this frame, implying that particles will
be generated within the outer ring of the high transverse field. After
particles are generated and decelerated, they may be expelled or trans-
versely bounce back and forth within the beam. Only when they move
side to side within the beam, will they cross the beam axis and be
driven by the longitudinal field. Even when they cross the axis, due to
significant transverse momentum, they experience the longitudinal
field for only a short duration. Thus, even with the LGmode, the inter-
action between particles and the longitudinal field is brief, and the
transverse field regions provide the dominant source of particle decel-
eration and re-acceleration. The dominance of the transverse field in
the deceleration and re-acceleration processes results in a slightly
reduced performance for the LG mode. This is caused by the lower
intensity of the LG mode as it is spread out over a larger area for

equivalent power and beam width w0, resulting in a lower strength
field and force applied to generated particles.

The lower strength forcing of the LG mode slightly reduces per-
formance, but a comparison between the LG mode and Gaussian
beam demonstrates an advantage for the LG mode in particle confine-
ment. Both field configurations provide transverse ponderomotive
effects, but the LG mode contains regions, which can allow each parti-
cle to upshift a longer duration of the laser and simultaneously allow
more pair density accumulation. Transverse scattering occurs due to
the gradient in electric field strength creating an outward ponderomo-
tive force. Some outward ponderomotive push will occur for any
focused laser, as the field must trend down in strength away from the
focus. However, in a small region of space, the gradient can be reversed
through hollowing out the interior of the laser beam and creating a
local minimum in field strength. If particles experience the proper con-
ditions in the high field region, they can be transversely trapped in this
ponderomotive well. In this best of cases, this results in longer co-
propagation as shown in Fig. 5. Best case behavior results from par-
ticles maintaining co-propagation for as long as the well can be main-
tained, either the pulse duration or the Rayleigh range, instead of the
much shorter time, it takes to cross a beam width of a Gaussian beam.
For typical parameters, this can be a significant factor. Increased parti-
cle confinement can be seen in the longer oscillations in Fig. 4(b)
where a fraction of the particles bounces within the LG mode, as
shown in some of the trajectories in the ensemble in Fig. 3(b), oscillat-
ing much longer than the pairs in Fig. 4(a). This longer confinement is
not guaranteed and is sensitive to initial conditions, as can be seen in
the behavior of several particles in Fig. 3(b).

When considering both which type of beam to use and how
tightly to focus it, there is a trade-off between confinement and stop-
ping power. A tighter focus and the Gaussian beam provide more
stopping power and re-acceleration but increase transverse scattering

FIG. 5. Positrons (red) and electrons (blue) generated in the Gaussian pulse (top)
can be quickly scattered. Through hollowing out the beam center, an LG mode (bot-
tom) might ponderomotively contain pairs for a longer duration.
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and, thus, should reduce pair density accumulation. A wider focus and
LG mode provide the opposite balance of these factors. However,
under the right conditions, an LG mode may come with minimal cost.
The analytical work in Sec. III suggests that the laser power must pri-
marily exceed a threshold of a0 � 100 for pairs to contribute. If this
threshold can be exceeded while the advantages of an LG mode are
maintained, additional density accumulation would not trade off
strongly against per particle contributions.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Stopping generated pairs were known to be key for creating large
frequency signatures. In this paper, we have demonstrated that not
just stopped but re-accelerated particles should drive useful frequency
shifts. Including the effects of re-accelerated particles allows for par-
ticles to contribute not only at the point of reflection but at later times
as well. Re-acceleration changes the criteria by which particles may
contribute and, in turn, which laser configurations are favorable for
creating detectable signatures. In a simple plane wave model, particle
re-acceleration suggests that each electron or positron could contribute
up to a factor of two more than that was expected previously. When
quantum synchrotron radiation is considered over multiple laser
cycles, we demonstrate that lower laser power can be sufficient to stop
electron–positron pairs. Consequently, if deceleration is the limiting
constraint for generating frequency signatures, laser power might be
lowered by up to forty percent, simultaneously and advantageously
lowering the minimum pair particle energy.

To further magnify frequency changes, we evaluated an LG mode
to improve particle re-acceleration, but we found no advantage in par-
ticle deceleration and re-acceleration compared against a fundamental
mode Gaussian beam. Unlike in traditional acceleration schemes, the
LG beam’s longitudinal field does not provide additional longitudinal
work as the particles are generated, stopped, and driven primarily in
the high transverse field ring. Moreover, when the LG mode is com-
pared to the Gaussian beam, we clarify that not just longitudinal, but
transverse forcing is important for generating large signatures.
Transverse forcing becomes important when re-acceleration is consid-
ered, as re-accelerated particles confined within the beam can continue
to contribute the plasma density. The structure of the LG mode can
transversely confine particles for a longer duration than the Gaussian
beam. Through this comparison, we clarify that Eq. (4) is not the sole
metric of interest, and to maximize any frequency signature, the dura-
tion of interaction with the beam should be jointly improved. Particle
contributions after reflection are necessary for longer particle confine-
ment times to be relevant. That particles may contribute after reflec-
tion increases the importance of considering longer durations and,
thus, the expected enhancement of using an LGmode.

Relaxed requirements of the driving laser combined with the use
of an LG mode suggest that signatures can be more easily produced.
We have solidified and expanded previous estimates for the behavior
of single particles, but these are only a proxy for estimating the magni-
tude of the desired collective effects. Our analysis comes with several
caveats. While the contribution per particle is vital, achieving high
density is equally important. The density of pairs will be determined
both by the spatial distribution of their generation and by whether
they experience compression or dispersal during deceleration and
reflection, both factors which are primarily neglected here. The analyt-
ical limits we develop in Sec. III are developed in consideration of pairs

with a plane wave. This should be a fair approximation for the early
stages of particle acceleration when the particle primarily moves longi-
tudinally, but will not extend as cleanly when transverse variation is
also relevant. When this is the case, and the electromagnetic potential
is no longer only a function of /; cð1� bzÞ will no longer be a strictly
conserved quantity, and this is a noticeable effect for xt > 0 in Fig. 4.
The laser intensity required for particle reflection may be higher when
the beam geometry is considered in more detail.24 Additional compli-
cations from changes in the driving beam by pairs and pair–pair inter-
actions are also worthy of consideration and may change particle
dynamics.

To address uncertainties and further maximize signature
strength, there are multiple immediate directions for the future work.
Particle in cell simulations at lower beam powers with LG mode driv-
ing beams could validate predictions of improved performance. When
considering the full range of collective effects, not only using a LG
mode, but also a radially polarized LG mode, might further improve
performance by forcing radial symmetry and allowing compression in
the radial direction of generated particles. The radiation reaction in
the later stages of particle acceleration can also substantially change
the dynamics of particle acceleration.39–43 Further optimization of its
role in the later stages of the particle dynamics could improve particle
confinement and re-acceleration. If the effective plasma frequency is
further magnified, spectral information could serve as an even more
effective signature of collective QED effects.
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